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Down
 2. provide more details 

about something
 4. faint light just before 

sunrise or sunset
	 5.	 magnificent,	wonderful
 6. describe qualities of 

someone or something
 8. numbers that 

represent facts or data
 9. not needed or required
10. giving the wrong idea
 11. limit or control such 

as in amount or 
movement

 17. cautious, watchful
 19. thing that prevents 

people from passing or 
getting through

Across
 1. recover or get back, retrieve
 3. view of what may happen in 

the future
	 7.	 extreme	suffering
 12. take part in an activity, engage
13. in the same direction as the 

length of something
14. clever or sly, mischievous
15. more than enough
 16. notice or discover

18. likely to change often
20. hole inside something
 21. without noise, silently
22. amount of food, liquid 

consumed
23. delicate, easily broken
24. throw out, get rid of
25. long search for something 

difficult	to	attain	or	find
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LEVEL

Vocabulary Crossword

ABUNDANT, BARRIER, CAVITY, CHARACTERIZE, DETECT, DISCARD, ELABORATE, FRAIL, GLORIOUS, 
HARDSHIP, INTAKE, LENGTHWISE, MISLEADING, NOISELESSLY, OUTLOOK, PARTICIPATE, QUEST, 
REGAIN, RESTRICT, SHREWD, STATISTICS, TWILIGHT, UNNECESSARY, VARIABLE, WARY
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recover or get back, retrieve

view of what may happen in the future

extreme suffering

take part in an activity, engage

in the same direction as the length of something

clever or sly, mischievous

more than enough

notice or discover

likely to change often

hole inside something

without noise, silently

amount of food, liquid consumed

Across
1. 

3. 

7. 

12. 
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delicate, easily broken23. 

throw out, get rid of24. 
long search for something difficult to attain or find25. 

provide more details about something

faint light just before sunrise or sunset

magnificent, wonderful

describe qualities of someone or something

numbers that represent facts or data

not needed or required

giving the wrong idea

limit or control such as in amount or movement

cautious, watchful
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17. 
thing that prevents people from passing or 19. 
getting through
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